


























stronger than women. Most women are in poor physical condition, sedentary,

15 and often overweight. Were they given the opportunities men have to keep fit,

the strength gap would narrow considerably. The petite build of many top

women gymnasts belies their extraordinary strength. Muriel Davis Grossfeld,

the 1960 U.S. Olympic gymnast, is just over live feet tall. Yet fitness tests at the

University of Illinois revealedthat she was as strong as the average male college

20 athlete.

So strength is relative, often misleading and frequently irrelevant in

comparison to kill. But what about bones? It’s true that women’s bones ossify

sooner than men’s. That’s because girls reach puberty earlier. But this is a plus,

not a minus. Adolescent boys take a greater chance of injury because their bones

25 aren’t fully ossified until their late teens. At the 1972 conference on women in

sport at Penn State University, it was reported that girls and women have fewer

orthopedic injuries than men-partly because of earlier ossification, partly

because, at maturity, women’s bones are harder than men’s.

Other so-called disadvantages women have to put up with are smaller

30 hearts, higher pulse rates, smaller lung capacity, lower aggressive instincts, bad

spatial orientation, and more body fit-all of which supposedly combine to give

them less endurance.

First of all, taking on this impressive list in order, women’s smaller hearts

can work relatively harder than men’s without any ill effects. At the Penn Sate

35 conference, medical researchers reported that a pulse of 200 could be attained

without risk in a fifteen-year-old girl, while adult women athletes can reach 180

easily during exertion-about 20 beats faster than a man.
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.- -.---.  .THE  EFFECT OF THE U.S. FOREIGN POLICY IN

VIETNAM*

(by Van Tran)

For Americans, April 30, 1975 was probably a breath of relief after carrying

such a burden. Many Americans had awaited the collapse of South Vietnam for a

long time, especially since the birth of the Paris Accords in January, 1973. In the eyes

of these people who had stood against the draft or joined the antiwar movement, the

unconditional surrender message of South Vietnam to the Communists was not only

their own victory but also the victory of democracy: the Americans had used their

supreme right to force their government to yield before their will. They considered

the decision of abandoning South Vietnam as the courageous achievement of a

civilized people. However, it is indisputable that the fall of South Vietnam was the

direct and unavoidable result of the American withdrawal of support.

Many Vietnamese, of course, would not understand the courage and morality

in the American “withdrawal with honor.” The day the Vietnamese ambassador left

Washington, D. C., he bitterly lamented: “You Americans are too cruel.” On the

evening of April 4, 1975, in his last speech to the Southern Vietnamese people,

Nguyen Van Thiu also accused the Americans of betraying one of their allies and

selling out South Vietnam to the Communists. This opinion was repeated by many

Vietnamese. Yet, people who deservedly spilled out their bitterness were not heard,

perhaps because nobody wanted to pay attention to them. Those dead could not be

‘Reid, Joy M., The Process ojcomposition  (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1982),  pp.

108-110.
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